
City of Chicago 
DISTRICT COUNCIL #  

COMMUNITY COMMISSION FOR PUBLIC SAFETY AND ACCOUNTABILITY 

MEETING MINUTES 

MEETING TYPE: ☐ Regular  ☐ Special  ☐ Closed 
MEETING DATE:  
MEETING LOCATION & ADDRESS:  
MEETING START TIME:  

Attendance & Quorum 
OMA Meeting cannot take place without 2 out of 3 members present in-person. 
District Council Member Name Attendance 
Chair: Present: ☐    Remote: ☐    Absent: ☐ 

Present: ☐    Remote: ☐    Absent: ☐ 
Present: ☐    Remote: ☐    Absent: ☐ 

Quorum (2 out of 3 Members): Yes: ☐ No: ☐

Public Comment 



Approval of Minutes 
Minutes are approved by the second regular meeting after they are taken.  
Approved minutes are posted online within 10 days after approval. 

District Council Member Updates 



Discussions 

 

 



Votes 

 
 

Announcement of Next District Council Meeting 

NEXT MEETING DATE:  
NEXT MEETING LOCATION (if available):  

 
District Council ended the meeting at: ______ 

 


	MEETING TYPE: On
	Regular: Off
	Special: Off
	MEETING DATE: August 30 2023
	MEETING LOCATION  ADDRESS: Athenaeum Center - 2936 N Southport Ave
	MEETING START TIME: 6:35pm
	Present: On
	Remote: Off
	Absent: Off
	Present_2: On
	Remote_2: Off
	Absent_2: Off
	Present_3: On
	Remote_3: Off
	Absent_3: Off
	Public Comment: Speaker #1:Stats: General sense is that response times for police have gone down and down, and CPD claims lower staffing and inability to respond timely. What if there are calls, a delayed response, and then no report filed? If there’s no report made, the stats will be inaccurate?Speaker #2:Questions/comments:Re: stats: Keep seeing incident reports for the Police. I wonder if we keep stats on incidents solved. Would like to do a data visualization on that. Especially on areas around the CityRe: BCH: I haven’t seen the earmark that I understood in following the issue, for what kind of guarantee that the money actually gets directed to the homeless. 100% my support if I understand where the money is going. If you take that piece out of the legislation, you’ll lose a lot of people.I also agree with showing it’s a tiered system – a marginal taxI’d like to have some kind of understanding: That there is 80,000 people homeless in Chicago. That’s horrific. To say we want to raise $160M, that’s $2k per person. Seems like a tiny drop in the bucket. Would be great to understand from organizations how much money would be required to make a bigger dent in the problem. Speaker #3:Mention that I just don’t trust the government. We already get taxed so much, and it doesn’t go where it belongs. I’m all for helping the homeless. But I don’t trust that. That’s a lot of money that I’m trusting to these government officialsStatistics: I don’t trust, because the way they change the police rules, for example, a person shot. They’re not talking about how many shots are fired at night, it’s just only if someone was hit. The truth is, there are a lot of shots out there. You have children shooting. That’s the reality.Last time, you mentioned about an incident with a police officer and a migrant. Did that come true? It was mentioned, and then retracted. It concerns me because all people are hearing are accusations. Speaker #4:Part of Beat 1935: I’ve heard from police officers who are completely understaffed. There are a lot of carjackings and armed robberies unfortunately in our neighborhood. With the understaffing of our police, there are a lot of unaddressed issues. How can the 19th Police District address that?We only have one police car, maybe 2 officers, in Beat 1935, which covers Fullerton to Diversey, Lincoln to the Lake – very small part of the geography. But also, they get deployed to other parts of Chicago that have other issues, with more “serious” crimes like murder. We don’t have the officers in our neighborhood when we need them. How can we make sure the officers assigned to our neighborhood are there for us whne we need themAnother concern: Officers are doing their best to address the crime in our neighborhoods, but there are recent laws where they’re not allowed to go after the bad guys. What are these laws?Police officers are doing what they can with the limited resources. The “law” part of law and order – I understand if they’ve stolen less than $1,000 they get away with it. So we have repeat offenders coming back and carjacking in our neighborhood.
	District Council Member Updates: Jenny - Update on the asylum seeker situation at the 019 HQs and solicitation of volunteer/donation helpSam- Described the process and difference between, Arbitration, Police Accountability, COPA and Commission - Nomination of Super Intendent Snelling and the process behind his selection  - Further expounded on intersection between Public Safety/homelessness   Maurilio- Relayed pubic safety incident updates from his conversation with Commander Jessani at 019
	Discussions: Introduction and presentation by Chicago's Coalition for the HomelessIntroduction to ONE Northside, a community member who has experienced homelessness himself, and how they worked together to get him the help he neededIntroduction to the Bring Chicago Home ordinance - what it is, how it would work, and the next steps required to get it to a vote by city councilIntroduction and presentation about Voice of the People
	Votes: No votes
	NEXT MEETING DATE: 09/30/2023
	NEXT MEETING LOCATION if available: Merlo Libary - 644 W Belmont Ave.
	0##: 019
	DC Chair:  Maurilio Garcia
	DC Member 2: Jenny Schaffer
	DC Member 3: Sam Schoenburg
	Minutes approval: n/a
	End time: 7:57pm
	Q-yes: On
	Q-no: Off


